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Richard Green is a licensed Florida business broker. He has over 30 years

of experience in the business arena, both in the U.K. and in the U.S.

Richard started his first business enterprise at the age of just 15. He

studied Business and Computer Science at East Hertfordshire

College in England. Richard worked in the real estate industry

before transitioning to life as a CEO and entrepreneur in the world

of Information Technology. At the age of 24, he founded Printext

Ltd, specializing in the supply of laser printers to the corporate

market in Central London. Over the coming 10 years he built the

business to 60 employees with annual revenues of more than 5 million

dollars. He also bought and developed a computer manufacturing business, Olympian Computers Ltd. It was

subsequently sold to a major computer manufacturer.

Richard went on to create and develop yet another major venture, Integrated Document Technology (IDT)

Ltd, a software company specializing in the Legal and Financial Services Industries. The company grew very

quickly, both organically and via numerous acquisitions, into yet another multi-million-dollar organization. It

was eventually sold 12 years later to a major NASDAQ listed U.S. Corporation. For the next 4 years, Richard

worked as a business consultant for various major companies in the role of Business Development Director.

Richard purchased an American company under the E2 Treaty Investor Visa Program. He moved to Florida in

2014. Richard lives in Southwest Florida with his wife Elise and their dog Charlie. He works with a great team

of Business Brokers at Green & Co. Also, Richard is currently the President of the Sanibel-Captiva Rotary

Club.

Richard is responsive, hardworking, knowledgeable, honest, and dedicated to his buyers and sellers. It is his

goal to help streamline the process for his customers, whether they are purchasing a new business, growing

their business by acquisition, or aiming to sell their current business.

About The Author
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Thinking of Buying a Business?

Are you thinking that maybe now is your time to shine, your time to make your mark in

the world of Entrepreneurship? This could be the start of something very special. It is

important that you not only find the business that fits your interests and lifestyle, but

that it is the right financial choice, one which will meet your needs and goals. We

understand all of those complexities and are here to help!

BEFORE BUYING A BUSINESS
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Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

If you have decided to buy a business, rather than start a completely new business from

scratch, here are some things to consider before making an offer:

Why do you want to buy a business?

It’s important to understand exactly why you are looking to buy a business in the first place.

Setting clear and realistic goals for the business is the first step. You may want your business

to generate an income for you every year. Or you might be more interested in something

you can scale up, add value to, to sell again down the line.

Having a clear goal in mind will help you more sensibly assess potential purchases. It will

also be a useful tool for the business broker you enlist to help find you a suitable business.

Choose your industry wisely

Be careful that you have picked an industry that will help you achieve your goals, rather

than being simply drawn to an industry that you like. Too many business owners let their

hearts decide and let their passion guide them. Well, that can work some of the time, but

overall, you want to pick the industry that is going to meet your financial and

entrepreneurial goals.

Maybe you’ve always had the desire to own a record store and noticed that there are

already three such businesses on the market in your area at the moment. Is it the

opportunity of a lifetime, or could it be because the market for records died years ago with

the advances in music technology?
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Professional help, it’s FREE, so use it!

Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

The best way to learn more about any given industry is to go and work in it for a while. You

may even be able to do this part-time around your existing job. If you really want to own a

restaurant, spending time working as a server in the evenings. This will be the best way to

test your dream. You will gain invaluable inside knowledge, which you’ll be able to put into

practice in your own business when you get it going.

Professional help is FREE, so use it

Just sorting through all of the businesses for sale can be a daunting task, not to mention the

actual sales process itself. That’s why it’s best to get professional help and guidance when

you are ready to buy a business.

A business broker can help you find the right business that matches your goals and they will

also assist you in navigating the sometimes treacherous waters of a complicated sale. Do

you know what the common pitfalls of the buying process are? Most buyers don’t, but a

business broker does.

The best part about having a business broker on your side is that they are completely free.

Yes, you pay zero commission as a buyer; the seller covers that. Some buyers in certain

situations choose to engage the services of their accountant or attorney for additional

consultation, and those advisors will definitely charge fees.
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Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

Inquire about a business that has piqued your interest

Be prepared to fill out a confidentiality agreement or a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) for

EACH business that you inquire about. No reputable business will disclose their name,

location, financial documents, and proprietary company information to prospective buyers

without one. You will also be asked to fill out a Buyer Questionnaire or Personal Financial

Statement.

Once you have done that, you will have access to company information & financials. If you

still want to move forward after seeing those items, then your business broker will schedule

an initial meeting with the owner and/or a visit to the business for you.

Remember to stay subjective. Just as when you’re buying property, you need to think with

your brain, not your heart. Listen to your gut feeling and don’t ignore it. Buying a bad

business is an expensive mistake to make.

Confidentiality is important to a seller. Most business owners don’t tell their staff that they

are selling, so as not to risk them taking their eye off the ball at a time when the

performance of the business is under close scrutiny. They also don’t want their customers or

suppliers to dry up in anticipation of a change of hands. Comply with these confidentiality

concerns and remember to maintain a friendly and professional relationship with the seller

at all times.
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Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

Do a reality check

Now that you have more information on the business, you should take a step back and think

it through. Do you see a good opportunity for growth? What warning signs have you seen in

the business? No company is perfect, but do you have the skills to fix the problems you have

seen? Can your strengths enhance this business? Can you see yourself working in this

business day in and day out, because that's what happens when you buy a business.

Does this business really reach your goals? Does it offer enough financial benefit? Will it

challenge you enough as an entrepreneur?

Do your research

Go through every page of their website, Google their name to see what comes up, and

check out all of their reviews. You want to make sure that you are seeing the whole picture,

and the way this business is perceived by the public might be an important factor for its

success. Or on the flip side, it could be a wonderful challenge to rebuild a struggling

business and turn it around. Either way, you need to know exactly what you are getting

yourself into.
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Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

Have your finances in order

Just as when you’re buying property, you should have a budget in mind when you start to

look for a business to buy. How much cash do you have on hand to put towards it? How

much would you be looking to finance?

If you are buying the business via financing, you should make sure you have a general

understanding of the qualifications for borrowing. Many businesses that are listed with a

professional business broker will let you know if they are pre-qualified for an SBA loan (small

business loan). Also, many business owners are willing to offer private owner financing

under certain conditions. Your business broker can help you find those opportunities as

well.

9

Don’t be afraid to make an offer

Only once you have an accepted offer and you are ‘under contract,’ you will you go through

a process called ‘due diligence.’ This is where you verify all the information given by the

seller and delve deeper into the details and finances of the business. If you don’t like what

you find, you don’t have to move forward with the sale.

Find out why the current owner is selling and leverage it. If they want to retire, are they

really going to jeopardize the sale of the business for the sake of a few thousand dollars?

Push for the deal you want, but at the same time keep in mind that a business sale is a

journey, and it needs to be win-win for both sides at the end of the day. However, you won’t

know exactly where the seller stands until you make an offer.
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Top Things to Consider Before Buying 
a Business

What is your exit strategy?

The hope is that you’ll buy this business and have a long, successful, and lucrative career.

However, there is a chance that at some point, you’ll want to sell the business, or at the very

least retire.

Take a look at the business and evaluate what you’ll need to do to get it to a point where it

is profitable and sellable. Know what your exit strategy is at the start so that you can always

be planning for the future. Businesses that are running with an exit strategy tend to have

much more success overall, even if you have no plans on selling.

Investing in a new business or growing your current business via acquisition

should be a very exciting time for an entrepreneur. If you do all of your

homework, prepare for it, and enlist the help of the right business broker, you

will choose the right one for you.
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It is important for buyers to understand why businesses are priced the way they are. If

the business is listed with a professional business broker, then hopefully the asking

price should be accurate, based on the valuation methods below. Using a business

broker to help you as a buyer, your broker should be able to look at the financials of

the business of interest, research the comparable sales, and let you know whether or

not they think it is priced accurately. You can then use that information to craft a

competitive offer or use it to negotiate a good deal.

11
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Liquidation Value Using Tangible Assets

This works best for more capital-intensive

businesses, but is a useful exercise for most small

businesses. To start, make a list of all of the

business's physical assets including furnishings,

fixtures, equipment, and inventory. Their

acquisition cost, use, age, and condition are

considered to estimate a realistic market value.

The summation of these values is one measure of

the value of the business. For most businesses, this

will fall short of the actual value. This approach

doesn't take into account cash flow, intangibles,

and other factors. However, it's a useful number to

have when seeking to understand value.

Earnings Multiple Valuation

We find the Industry Multiple using ratios from sold

businesses that are similar to the subject business.

Multiples are ratios of business value to key financial

numbers. Usually the numbers we are looking at are

sales price to annual owner benefit or seller’s

discretionary earnings. Multiples vary according to

business type, size, and a wide host of other factors.

As a result, business values typically range from one

to three times their annual owner benefit.. The

selling price multiples of sold businesses will be a

good indicator of market value and what buyers are

willing to pay. After all, a business is only really worth

what a buyer will pay for it.

How Businesses Are Valued
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Financial Recasting

Strong business valuations begin with the assembly of financial documents for the current year, as well as

the previous three years. The following documents will be needed for analysis: income statement detailing

gross revenue, expenses and bottom line profits (or losses), cash flow statement showing how money moved

in and out of the business, and how business assets changed as a result, balance sheet showing the value of

all tangible assets and liabilities, and tax returns. If you work with a business broker, they will recast the

business income into a statement of owner's cash flow. While the income statement reflects the full range of

normal and legal deductions, the owner's cash flow statement presents the full earning power of the

business. Recasting consists of adding back one-time, non-recurring purchases and discretionary expenses

not essential to business operations. It is this full earning power of the business that is, ultimately, of most

importance to prospective buyers.
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How the valuation methods compare...

The value of the tangible assets of the business gives an approximate "liquidation"

value. Earnings and other valuation multiples give you a sense for the market and a

ballpark estimate for the value of the business.. At the end of the day, however, the

Earnings Multiple approach is the best way to really understand the value of the

business to a prospective buyer, because it is based on market data.

C

Calculating Owner Benefit and How It Affects Value

By far the most important factor is the net profit or income of the company. Net profit

is determining the total "owner benefits" that are generated from the business. Owner

benefits are derived from expense “add-backs.” Add-backs are expense items that are

really seller's cash flow items that, although treated as expenses on a business tax

return, comprise owner cash flow (owner benefits).

HOW BUSINESSES ARE VALUED
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Using these add-backs can turn a business which seems marginally profitable into a

business which has a substantial value. The following are items (owner benefits) that

are achieved and enjoyed by the business owner as result of the business operation,

but can be added back to increase owner benefits: Owner’s Salary, Interest Payments,

Depreciation Expense, Personal Insurance Expense, Amortization Expense, Any

extraordinary or non-recurring expense, Net Profit (or Loss), Excess Payroll, etc.

Beware of “cash” businesses: Many business owners are proud to announce that they

have a “cash business.” They are usually not too happy to hear that most buyers are

not interested in paying top dollar for a cash business and certainly no lenders are

interested in financing a cash business. The owner of a “cash business” can still sell

their business to a willing buyer, but it is up to the “owner to prove” when it comes to

determining an owner benefit in this case. Be very cautious, and make sure that the

owner’s records are backed by invoices, point of sale records, or bank deposits. The

cash might not be reflected on their tax return, but they need to prove that they make

what they claim they do.

Once all of the above add-back expenses for the business are determined, they are

then added together to obtain the true owner benefit. The business should be making

enough income to pay back your investment within a reasonable amount of time. Of

course, since all businesses and industries are different, a reasonable amount of time

can vary. 2 years or under is a very good return on investment, but 3-4 years is more

average.
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HOW IS A BUSINESS ACQUISITION USUALLY FINANCED?

Of course cash is king, but there are two viable financing options when selling a

business.

Seller Financing

Like purchasing a home, most buyers want the most for their money and seek to

“leverage their money” to buy the largest business that they can afford in order to

make the most profit. A general rule is that most buyers will put a total cash down

payment on the business equal to 30-50% of the purchase price of the business. The

seller will carry the balance of the financing over an amortization period of 2 to 10

years. The typical interest rates for seller financing at this time are attractive for

buyers, averaging between 7-9% per year. Of course, interest rates vary and are always

subject to negotiation. Often, the seller's note can be “ballooned” (for example, a 10

yr. note amortization, with the entire balance due after 5 years). This makes the note

payments easier to pay, and gives the seller a shorter period of time to get all of their

money back.

15
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The interest that the seller would receive on the note would be considerably higher

than they would be able to get from most other investments.

One of the first objections that a seller raises about seller financing is “How can I be

sure that I will receive my money?” Although never a certainty, most people who buy a

business with a strong track record are usually successful. For security, the seller

receives a 1st position lien on the business assets being sold, namely fixtures,

furniture, vehicles, inventory, receivables, etc. The buyer will sign a note payable to the

seller, personally guaranteeing payment for the difference between the down payment

and the purchase price. In some cases, additional collateral can also be had in the form

of a personal asset pledge from buyer to seller.

A buyer who purchases an existing business will generally have an 85% or

higher chance of being successful in the new business. Most failures

result when a person opens a new business as opposed to purchasing an

existing one.

SBA Financing

There is one source of financing that is available for a select few businesses that will

enable a buyer to use the cash on hand as a down payment and finance the rest.

Select businesses can be pre-qualified for an SBA Loan. In this process, a bank will

finance the acquisition of a business, with a guarantee of a percentage of the loan to

the bank by the Small Business Administration in the event of a default by the Buyer.

About 25% of businesses we list are sold through this method. In order to qualify for

this type of loan, the business must show that the past 3 years of Federal Tax Returns

16
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(plus a year-to-date financial statement) produce enough sufficient income to justify

the loan amount requested. The loan amount and business value must fit into pre-set

formulas established by the SBA. Often, an independent business appraisal is required

as a condition of final loan approval. Based on this appraisal, if the bank feels that the

business is overvalued, the loan will be turned down. The loans are also very expensive

to obtain. A $500,000 loan can cost the buyer up to $50,000 in closing costs and have a

floating interest rate. The buyer’s credit worthiness will also be evaluated. If a state

license is required, such as a General Contractor, the buyer on the note will have to

hold that specific license, in most cases.

The business must have impeccable financial records. Only a certain few “owner

benefits” are recognized in the SBA formula and there are no exceptions to the rules.

Generally, the only owner benefits allowed by the SBA are owners’ salaries, interest,

depreciation (in some but not in all instances) and net profit. Any downturn in

business (for any reason) will usually be cause for the loan to be rejected.

The process of obtaining an SBA loan is a long one that could take a few months to

achieve. It is one that requires an extensive amount of paperwork and business

income documentation. SBA guidelines change on a regular basis, so it is best to

ascertain if the business qualifies for SBA financing prior to considering it as an option.

This will save a great deal of time and effort and ensure that you don’t waste time on a

business that won’t qualify for financing in the end. A good business broker will have

existing relationships with SBA lenders and be able to find out if a business qualifies.

Hopefully the listing broker has already done the homework needed and the listing

says whether or not SBA financing is available.
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There is virtually no chance of a bank financing a business if the SBA does not

guarantee the loan, unless the loan is 100% collateralized by property or liquid assets,

which most buyers cannot do. Although banks always advertise the fact that they

“make small business loans,” these loans are unfortunately almost impossible to

obtain.

Another common way to finance part of your business purchase would be to borrow

against your home or retirement account. These are common choices when SBA loans

aren’t possible.
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Key Elements of the Purchase Process

If you are thinking of purchasing an existing business, rather than starting one from the

ground up, here is what that process looks like. Of course, each business and deal is

completely different, but these are the general stages that you can expect to

encounter in an average business sale. Being prepared and having the big picture in

mind is always helpful when beginning a daunting process like this.

Find a business that interests you or contact a broker to help you find a business.

You’ve decided to purchase an existing business. This is often preferable to starting

one from scratch, due to the fact that the business is already earning money and you

will have an instant income, rather than waiting several years for a new business to

build that up. Now you need to decide

THE PURCHASE PROCESS
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exactly which business to buy. You can do this by searching the internet, talking to local

business owners, or the easiest and most efficient way would be to work with a

Business Broker who can give you access to the Florida business MLS (multiple listing

service). A broker has access to all businesses that are currently for sale, and can help

you narrow your search and find the one that is right for you. Buyers do not pay a

Business Broker’s commission, so it is COMPLETELY FREE to use one.

Objectives, Needs and Requirements Review

In preparation for this initial meeting with your business broker, make sure you outline

your specific personal goals and objectives. This will provide a good starting point to

begin a detailed search of Florida’s large listing inventory. From there you will develop

a selection of “target” businesses for your review. If you are not sure exactly what you

want, you should discuss different options with your broker. The more information you

can give to your broker the better. That way they can understand what it is that you

are looking for, and they can help guide you in the right direction.

Review of Important Business Information

This is where a broker’s professional edge can really make a difference in a successful

acquisition. A good broker should make every effort to provide you with pertinent

information on a target company’s financial performance, staffing, facilities,

equipment, lease, inventory, customers and market areas served. A broker cannot

provide verification of information given to them by the seller, but they will advise you

accordingly.

20
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Many businesses market their sale confidentially. In order to have the name of the

business disclosed, as well as have financial statements provided to you, you will be

required to sign a standard Confidentiality/Disclosure form which, in most cases, is

required by the business owner. You will have to do this for each and every business

you inquire about, so be prepared to repeat the process. Confidentiality is very

important to a seller, and it needs to be respected. The seller will also want to have a

financial statement from you outlining how much cash you have to invest in the

business. This is necessary to disclose, and they need to be able to take you seriously

as a buyer. Don’t be surprised when you are asked details about your professional and

personal background as well as your financial situation. This will be something that you

do alongside the confidentiality agreement. A listing broker of a business will be

screening potential buyers, as to minimize risk of confidentiality and also to make sure

that the buyer is financially able to purchase the business. They will want to know up

front how much cash you have to work with and whether or not you plan to use

financing for the purchase.

Once you have had the chance to review all of the confidential details of the business,

you need to evaluate whether or not it meets your goals, personally and financially.

Will the profits and owner benefit be enough for you? How much does the current

owner work in the business and does that match what you want to or are able to do?

Does the business interest you? Do you see potential for growth?

21
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Meeting with Owner/On Location Visit

Arrangements will be made to visit the target business, normally, at a time that will

not disrupt operations, in order to maintain confidentiality.

At this meeting with the business owner, the potential buyer can not only see the

business in person, but also ask detailed questions regarding the operation of the

business. This would need to be arranged through the broker, as a buyer cannot visit

the business without the seller’s consent.

Make an Offer

If the seller meeting and/or business tour goes well, and you want to move forward in

the process, you will then make an offer. The way an offer is structured is very

important, in order to protect you and your interests. That’s why it’s a good idea to use

a business broker to help you. They will have all of the contracts and forms you need,

plus, they will know exactly how to structure the terms that are in your best interest.

Your business broker will provide a standard Purchase and Sale Agreement that covers

the necessary elements of a business sale in Florida. The basic agreement provides

important contingencies to protect both buyer and seller as follows:

Due Diligence: The Agreement specifically calls for a complete review (due diligence)

of all company records, equipment, and procedures by buyer and/or buyer’s agent,

CPA or accountant. The buyer must approve, in writing, that they want to proceed

toward a closing.

Lease: The Agreement specifies that the leasehold rights will be assigned, or a new

lease developed, in the exact manner as requested by the buyer.

22
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Equipment and Fixtures: The Agreement specifies that all equipment and fixtures will

be in working order and free of liens at the time of closing.

Inventory: The Agreement specifies that all inventory included in the sale is

marketable and consists of the necessary quantity and quality to conduct the business

in the usual manner.

Familiarization: The Agreement provides for training and consultation, at no charge,

by the seller for the buyer’s benefit for a specific amount of time after the closing.

Usually this is a few weeks to a month, depending on the business. 2 weeks is

standard.

Structuring the Sale/Negotiating

Deal structuring is the most difficult and least understood by the average business

buyer.

A good broker will discuss deal structures with you and recommend the most favorable

arrangements for all parties. They will help you negotiate terms that are acceptable for

both buyer and seller. The offer is accepted or a counter offer is proposed. Most often,

an initial offer won’t be accepted. Usually there is some back and forth negotiations

based on price or contract terms. Once all parties have agreed and signed, you are

now under contract and the due diligence period begins.

Deposit

You will negotiate a deposit, which will be noted on the final offer. This deposit will

need to be made to the closing agent or attorney who will be handling the closing of

the sale after the contract is fully executed by all parties.

23
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Due Diligence

This is a set period of time (agreed upon in your final offer) that you have to dig deeper

into a business’s financial records, lease, employees, physical location etc. This is the

buyer’s chance to ask any and all questions of the seller. The buyer can choose to hire

an accountant to review the financials and advise accordingly. This is where you decide

whether or not you want to keep moving forward in the process, based on what you

see during this due diligence period.

Financing and Appraisal

If you are using financing, you will get your loan commitment after due diligence is

complete. An appraisal may also be done at this stage as well. If you plan to use some

form of financing, whether it be an SBA loan or private loan, you will want to have a

financing contingency in your contract. Make sure your Broker knows EXACTLY what

your plans are, so that they can best help you.

Preparation of Closing Documents

A good broker should employ the same sophistication on a $100,000 sale that applies

to a $10 million sale. They will prepare clear, concise documents to protect all parties

and consult with accountants and attorneys to provide an agreement of sale based on

practical application of legal and tax issues.

Following execution of the Purchase of Sale Agreement, a closing attorney will be

assigned. This third party will prepare all of the closing documentation.

24
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This is normally done by a closing attorney who has experience with business sales. All

closing documents are provided to buyer and seller prior to closing with adequate time

for review by their prospective attorneys, if needed. Business sale closing costs are

quite reasonable and are usually split between buyer and seller. Remember that the

buyer does not pay broker commission. The seller is responsible for the broker's

commission.

Closing

Once all contingencies are lifted, financing is in place, and funds have been sent to the

closing attorney, then the closing takes place. All parties sign the closing documents

and then the business becomes yours.

Seller Training/Handover

In your final offer, you will specify a certain amount of time that the seller will train you

for. Normally it is a few weeks, but it depends on the business. Sometimes if there is a

very capable manager employed, then they can handle much of the training

themselves.
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US Visa Applicants: Learn how buying a business in Florida can help you come to live

and work in the United States

For USA visa applicants, we can assist you in purchasing a business that can qualify you

to work and live in the United States. The most popular ways to remain in the US

legally, when you want to own a business, are as an E investor/treaty trader or as an L-

1A intra-company manager or executive.

E-2 Treaty Investor

To qualify as an E-2 investor, you must purchase an existing business or develop a new

business. We can help you find the right business to qualify. The US and your country

of citizenship must have an E Visa Treaty. The investment should be at least $100,000

and be able to support several workers. The number of employees will depend on the

country you are from. Any type of business could qualify, with one exception. Real

estate development companies can be problematic with visa qualifications.

GET A U.S. VISA BY BUYING A BUSINESS
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L-1A Intra-Company Manager/Executive

Sometimes an E visa treaty with the US, isn't in place with certain countries. In that

case, an L-1A can be a great way to pursue your dream of owning a US business and

living in the states. The L-1A visa requires that you have a foreign business that you

have worked for either as a Manager or Executive. You must have done this at least

one of the last three years, prior to applying for this visa. Both the US and foreign

company must be owned by the same person or entities and in the same or similar

proportions. The US and foreign company must be actively doing business.

Permanent Resident/Green Card

Both E and L visa categories could possibly lead to permanent resident status, also

known as a green card. You will need an immigration attorney to advise you on the

best strategies to achieve your long-term goals. Please note that there is no direct path

to citizenship with an E2 Visa.
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EB-5 Investor Immigrant

A foreign buyer often wants to reside in the US long-term. They would need to invest

either $500,000 or $1 million in a US business. How much they need to invest depends

on where the business is located and whether or not it is classified as a Targeted

Employment Area. A single investor in a US business is called a stand alone EB-5.

Next Steps...

The first step in this process is buying the right business, so that you can live and work

in the United States. USA visa applicants, we are ready to help you begin this process!

We can also refer you to a qualified immigration attorney, who works with our team of

brokers, to help you apply for a visa in one of the categories above
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You are ready to purchase a business, but you don't know where to start? That is

exactly where a business broker comes in. Business brokers list businesses for sale, and

then they work to find buyers for the businesses. Once a buyer is found for a business,

they work to bring all parties to a point of understanding and agreement. From there

they help with the details to get the deal to the closing table.

It is important to note that a SELLER in a transaction pays the broker's commission

(both the selling broker and the listing broker if it is sold via two different brokers). As a

buyer, you do not pay a business broker for their services. Since this type of

transaction can be complicated, it is priceless to have an experienced intermediary

help guide you through it. The best part for a buyer...it is free!

WHY USE A BUSINESS BROKER?
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Here are the top 3 reasons to use a 
business broker:
1. Access to Businesses For Sale

Brokers can provide you with access to business-for-sale listings and details about the

business that you may not discover on your own. Florida has a multiple listing service

of businesses for sale, similar to residential real estate. However, not all businesses are

listed publicly, due to confidentiality reasons. If you are looking for something in a

specific industry or location, business brokers can also possibly help find you

businesses for sale that aren't advertised. For a serious buyer, good brokers will even

search their contacts for off-market businesses that might be willing to sell.

2. Have A Buffer Between You and The Seller

Just like in residential real estate, business brokers will be a conduit to help deliver

news and information to the seller. There may be instances where you have to retract

or modify an offer and certainly times where you'll need to adopt an aggressive

negotiating position. In most cases, you will need the seller to train you after the

purchase, so it's a good idea to keep the relationship civil and cordial. Let the business

broker deliver any negative message to the seller. Allowing the broker to be your buffer

will help make the transaction as smooth as possible.

3. The Paperwork Is Overwhelming

A business purchase, no matter how small, requires a tremendous amount of

coordination and document gathering. The data you'll need from a seller
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to evaluate a business, the documentation required to close a deal, and the overall

chasing that must be done between buyer/seller and their professional advisors, can

be astounding. A good broker will be an enormous help putting all of it together. They

will even provide you with the standard Purchase Agreement paperwork, as well as a

Confidential Business Review.
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Interested in chatting with a great
business broker about your options?

Contact Us
Green & Co. Business Brokers

www.BusinessGuideFlorida.com
Info@BusinessGuideFlorida.com

Call Direct: (800) 648-2620

Green & Co. serves businesses throughout 

the state of Florida.
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